
Keep Your Saunas Clean! 

Clean the sauna often to keep the fresh and well-maintained appearance. 
Let your patrons feel good about their experience in your sauna. 

DAILY: Enter the sauna each morning or evening, as appropriate, to conduct a Cleaning 
Inspection and perform the cleaning activities. 

DAILY: Enter and clean the sauna when it has cooled down. 

DAILY: Use a bucket of warm water with a mild detergent soap (a liquid soap is 
sufficient) and clean sponge or rag to wipe the bench surfaces and floor.  

Do not use petroleum-based detergents. They can discolor your wood and will leave a 
residue which could emit irritating fumes.  

DAILY: Wet mop the tile or cement floor with the same mild soap mixture. 

If something unpleasant other than ladled water is applied to the heater’s rocks, clean 
them after they have completely cooled. Soak them in a soapy (light detergent) mixture 
of warm water. Wash off with a sponge, then rinse in clean water. Allow the rocks to dry, 
then re-apply rocks to the heater trough. Clean the heater and trough of the foreign 
substance. Gradually build heat in the sauna to totally dry the rocks.  If replacement 
rocks are needed, call AM-FINN Sauna & Steam. 

Never ever turn a hose on the sauna to wash it down.  

WEEKLY: Remove and inspect all stones and clean the trough. If a stone is broken throw 
it away. If broken stones are allowed to remain in the trough they will break down into a 
sandy grit. That grit will eat a hole in the stainless steel. This damage is not covered by 
the warranty. The stainless steel shell can be cleaned with regular stainless steel 
cleaner.  

NOTE:  From time to time, benches and walls can be lightly sanded to remove any stains 
or rough spots on benches, wall, and cedar flooring. After sanding, apply sauna wood oil 
(available through Am-Finn) to give the wood a new look.   
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